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ABSTRACT

The pathological diagnosis is the gold standard for neoplasms and their precursors, which is

highly relevant to the treatment planning and the prognostic analysis. Currently, deep learning

networks have been used for the pathological computer-assisted diagnosis and treatment

decision-makings. However, due to extremely large size of the whole slide images (WSIs) of

pathological slides, the prevailing deep learning models are un-applicable directly in the WSIs

analysis. Moreover, the precise exclusion of the blank regions and interfere regions, as well as the

manual annotation of various lesioned and normal regions in super large WSIs are infeasible and

unavailable in clinical practice. To address aforementioned problems, we develop an

computer-aided decision-making system based on multimodal and multi-instance deep

convolution networks (CNN) to assist in the diagnosis and treatment of endometrial atypical

hyperplasia (AH)/ endometrial intraepithelial hyperplasia (EIH). Firstly, we set up the frame-work
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of computer-aided decision-making system based on the WSIs image patterns of AH/EIH, and

then transfer the large-scale WSI analysis to the small-scale analysis of multiple suspected lesion

regions which can be accomplished the major computer vision models, and eventually the results

of prognostic analysis for multiple small-scale suspected lesion regions are summarized to obtain

the prognostic results of WSIs by the decision supporting algorithm based on the cognition

intelligence. We validate the method via experimental analysis of 102 endometrial atypical

hyperplasia patients at the West China Second University Hospital of Sichuan University. The

performance achieved for endometrial AH/EIH prognostic analysis includes accuracy (85.3%),

precision (84.6%), recall (86.3%). Meanwhile, the method has superior performance to prognostic

judgment of a single pathologist as well as approximates to analysis results determined by three

pathologists according to the majority voting method.
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1. Introduction

Endometrioid adenocarcinoma is a gynecological malignancy, characterized by high

incidence worldwide(Carlson and Mccluggage 2019). EC’s precancerous lesion is the atypical

hyperplasia of endometrium (AH)/endometrial intraepithelial hyperplasia (EIH) (Downing et al.

2020). The pathlogical diagnosis is the gold standard for AH/EIH, which is highly relevant to the

treatment planning and prognostic analysis. However, precise differential diagnosis of AH/EIH

and EC remains problematic, even for experienced pathologists, due to the common coexistence

of EIH/AH and EC in the pathological slides as well as the low coincidence of AH/EIH diagnosis

in biopsies.

In recent years, computer vision technology has achieved great success in the medical field of

computer-assisted diagnosis and decision-making, due to the development of the deep convolution

network (CNN) which can automatically learn from image data to obtain excellent feature

expressions (Guo et al. 2020). Meanwhile,along with the progress in the micrography and

whole-slide scanning technology, the pathological slides can be retained in the form of digital

images nowadays, enabling wide applications of the computer vision technology in the field of

computer-assisted pathological diagnosis. However, even if deep learning technology has shown

great promise in the field image analysis, it faces a series of unique challenges when applied in the

field of pathological image analysis (Pinckaers et al. 2020; Rijthoven et al. 2020; Xing et al. 2021).

First of all, the size of a histopathological whole slide image (WSI) it too large to be input directly

into a convolutional neural network(Ciresan et al. 2013; Shahzad et al. 2020). Secondly, the

precise annotations of the lesion and normal regions are infeasible and unavailable in clinical

practice, because it takes both time and effort to make manual labeling on a large number of

digital image patches, especially when the lesion and normal regions are consistently mixed-up in

the images(Am Mendola et al. 2020; Hashimoto et al. 2020). Furthermore, there are some

unique challenges when the technology is applied in a specific field. For the analysis of WSI

patterns from endometrial biopsy, there are two main problems: (1) Uterine curettage causes

breakage of the endometrial tissue, resulting in a large number of blank areas without the

endometrium. Therefore, it is necessary to exclude these blank areas prior to analysis; (2)

Existence of blood and mucus in the endometrial biopsy tissue is inevitable, thus it is necessary to

exclude blood interference areas and mucus interference areas in the image.

To solve these problems, we propose an auxilliary diagnosis and decision-making system ,

termed EndometrialPrognosisNet, based on multimodal and multiple instance CNN. We further

validate prognostic value of the method using 102 cases of endometrial AH/EIH diagnosed in the

West China Second University Hospital of Sichuan University.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some related work is reviewed in Section.2.

In Section.3, we present the methodology involved. We present the experiments and results in

Section. 4. Section. 5 is conclusion.



2. Related works

2.1 EC and AH/EIH

Endometrial adenocarcinoma is a gynecological malignancy, characterized by high incidence

worldwide, of which endometrioid carcinoma (EC) represents the highest proportion (Carlson and

Mccluggage 2019). EC’s precancerous lesion is the atypical hyperplasia of endometrium

(AH)/endometrial intraepithelial hyperplasia (EIH), the characteristic image pattern of which is

defined as crowded aggregation of the tubular or branching endometrial glands with cytological

atypia (Downing et al. 2020). However, variability of the image patterns for glandular and

cytological atypia, coupled by complexity of the glandular structure complicated by the menstrual

cycle, inevitably result in subjectivity, thus lowering inter- and intra-observer reliabilities.

Meanwhile, AH/EIH and EC have been found to coexist in around 25~40% cases, while around

1/3 of all AH/EIH cases diagnosed in the biopsy are expected to eventually be diagnosed as EC in

the immediate hysterectomy or a 1-year follow-up (Elke et al. 2010). Notably, precise differential

diagnosis of AH/EIH and EC remains problematic, even for experienced pathologists, due to the

common coexistence of EIH/AH and EC in the pathological slide as well as the low coincidence

of AH/EIH diagnosis in biopsies. To date, two main options for the treatment of AH/EIH, namely

hysterectomy and conservative hormone treatment, have been described (Papke et al.). Particularly,

hysterectomy is recommended for patients above 40 years old, who do not require or are

unresponsive to hormone treatment, as well as AH/EIH cases that clinicians find it hard to

distinguish from EC in biopsy(Papke et al.). However, hysterectomy application is not applicable

in patients at a fertility age, thereby necessitating conservative treatment which is accompanied by

the risk of EC and fast progression. This poses a great challenge for gynecologists, necessitating

development of an optimal therapy for patients.

2.2 Problem setting

An introduction is given to problem setting, while the multimodal and multiple instance

learning technology is used for method development. For an arbitrary natural number N, the

following definition is given:    : 1 ,...,N N . A set of vectors, with non-negative elements



and whose sum is one, are referred to as probability vectors. Two probability vectors p, and q are

given, and their cross entropy represented by  ,L p q

A prognostic data set of N endometrial AH/EIH cases is constructed. Data corresponding to

each case comprises a H&E staining pathological WSI nI , physiological state information nA in

diagnosis and prognostic state information nY , with the data set represented as

   1
, ,

N
n n n n

I A Y

，  n N . The size of the WSI is too large to be directly input into the CNN,

thus we apply a method based on image patches. We consider image patches with 512 512

pixels . The image patch set (known as bag in multiple instance learning framework), comprises

histopathological WSI corresponding to the nth patient and is represented by n , where  n N .

Each bag nb  has characteristics represented by a set of image patches b , where nb  . The

notions of WSI, bag and image patch are shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the notions of WSI, bag, and instance (image patch). Numerous image patches (512×512

pixels) are extracted from the WSI, at a magnification of ×20. Class labels of the bags (image patch sets), rather

than those of the image patches, are evident. Notably, image patches in a single bag originate from the WSI in the

same case so that the trained multiple instance learning model can predict prognosis of the patient according to

multiple image patches in the bag.

2.3 Multiple Instance Learning (MIL)

In multiple instance learning (MIL), a multiple instance classifier is established by learning

the bags (multiple instance bags) with class labels, while the classifier is applied for prediction of

multiple unknown bags. The bag is a set comprising multiple samples, and only contains labels,

without the samples containing the labels. Previous studies have described various models and

algorithms of multiple instance learning (Campanella et al. 2018; Shamsolmoali et al. 2021), while

MIL has been recently applied for pathological WSI analysis. In endometrial H&E slides, normal



and lesioned regions are mixed up, and not all image patches from the WSIs in AH cases contain

the lesioned regions (Lotter et al. 2021; Vu et al. 2020; Yao et al. 2020a; Zhang et al. 2020). In a

practical diagnostic scene, pathologists observe multiple areas in the pathological slides,

comprehensively analyze lesioned and normal regions, then give diagnostic conclusions. In order

to simulate the practical diagnosis processes performed by pathologists, thee following multiple

instance deep learning algorithms are designed. Specifically, a set of image patches corresponding

to the WSI in one case form a bag whose label is prognosis of the case. Its characteristics are

similar to those of the image patches (those of lesioned and normal regions) contained in the bag,

while prognosis of the case is determined by combining the above-mentioned two types of image

patches. For example, for a binary prognostic classification (such as cancer and cancer-free)

analysis of the case, image patches from both the lesioned and normal regions are included in the

patient’s WSI. Bags comprising image patches extracted from WSIs of patients with prognostic

states of cancer/cancer-free are regarded as positive/negative bags respectively, whereas those

image patches extracted from WSIs of cancer patients are regarded as positive instances and the

image patches extracted from the WSIs of cancer-free patients regarded as negative instances.

Thus, the above binary classification can be explained as the MIL problem, while the accurately

labeled bags consisting of endometrial tissue image patches without lesioned and normal regions,

are used to perform the prognosis analysis.

Fig. 2 Explanation of MIL. Profiles of bags of cancer and cancer-free types generated by the WSIs,

corresponding to cancer and cancer-free cases, a respectively.

2.4 Multimodal Learning (MML)

Multimodal Deep Learning technology synthesizes information obtained from two or more

modes during the analysis process, realizes information complement, and improves precision as

well as robustness of prediction results. Previous studies have described various models,

algorithms and development trends for Multimodal Learning(Bayoudh et al. 2021; Zubatiuk and

Isayev 2021). In recent years, researches on curative effect and prognostic analyses have applied

multimodal technology for joint feature learning and cross-modal relationship modeling(Cheerla

and Gevaert 2019; Hosseini et al. 2020; Hügle et al. 2021; Yao et al. 2020b). In addition,



pathologists have also incorporated relevant clinical and physiological information in diagnostic

and prognostic analyses, in addition to observing pathological slides under electronic microscopes.

Overall, this affirms the relevance of different modal information during diagnostic and prognostic

analyses (Hamdi et al. 2021). Our model expands coverage of information contained in the input

data by integrating different modal information, such as pathological slides and physiological

characteristics, with the aim of simulating the practical analytical processes performed by

pathologists during prognosis. Overall, this approach improves precision and robustness of

prediction results.

2.5 Deep-learning-based Cognitive Intelligence

Cognitive intelligence is defined to be the artificial intelligence of computer systems which

simulate the human brain, which possesses some human cognitive capabilities to perform some

specific cognitive tasks, for instance, feature learning, understanding, reasoning and

decision-making and etc.(LeCun et al. 2015). Especially, the feature learning is the key point of

cognitive intelligence, directly affecting the establishment of cognitive model and the

effectiveness of the cognitive computing. Recently, the deep leaning technology has set-up a

revolution in the field of cognitive intelligence. Compared with the traditional pattern recognition

and concept learning, deep network model has more powerful feature learning ability, hence

promoting the accuracy of cognitive intelligence in the fields of recognition, classification and

prediction. To date, the cognitive intelligence based on the deep learning technology has been

utilized in computer vision (Ji et al. 2013), speech recognition (Tompson et al. 2014.), emotion

analysis (Ma et al.2015), natural language processing (He et al.2016), new drug development

(Chen et al. 2016;Leung et al. 2014) and computer-aided diagnosis (Brasil et al.2021; Zeng et

al.2021), and impressed by making breakthroughs in these fields.

3. Material and Methods

3.1 Data Acquisition

We experimentally validated the network using 102 cases diagnosed with AH/EIH in the

biopsies between 2019 and 2020, at the pathology department of West China’s Second University

Hospital. Each case had 1 Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) slide, with all 102 slides

collected and reviewed by 2 experienced pathologists to confirm AH/EIH diagnosis. The slides



were then scanned at a magnification of ×20 ( 0.5 m pixel ) on a Motic®EasyScan system (Motic

Electric Group Co., Ltd), to generate high-quality WSIs. Each patient’s age, as well as their final

diagnosis after hysterectomy applied within 1-year follow-up period, collected and

well-documented . The study group comprised 51 cancer and 51 cancer-free patients.

3.2 The Proposed Method

Prognosis of endometrial AH/EIH cases is predicted by summarizing the class labels of bags

extracted from WSIs, then combining the date with physiological state information. Specifically, a

test WSI nI and physiological information nA in diagnosis are given, with class label probability

predicted as 0 11 , {0,1}n iP Y p p p i
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where, 0nP Y
  

 
and 1nP Y

  
 

are class label probability of the bag nb  . The proposed

network, EndometrialPrognosisNet, comprises the following three parts, whose

outputs are class label probabilities of prognosis of cases, as shown in Fig. 3.

(1) Image Preprocessing Unit :pG WSI patch . The unit evenly slices WSIs, discards

image patches at their edges, then reuses the UNET network (Ronneberger et al., 2015) to
perform semantic segmentation of foreground areas (including staining tissue areas, blood

interference areas, mucus interference areas) and blank areas. Moreover, it discards the image

patches with the proportion in the foreground areas of less than the threshold T (set T = 0.5 by

experience).

(2) Staining Tissue Region Detector      , :
btissue i nD iD patch patch P L





 . A profile of

its network structure is shown in Fig. 4. Briefly, its identification results describe blood and mucus

interference areas, as well as stained tissue regions, including the lesioned and normal regions).

Wherein, D is the set of trainable parameters, and the feature vectors of the image patches are

mapped as probabilities nL of the image patch class labels, while  .;tissue DD  is

characterized by a set of trainable parameters D .

(3) Prognostic State Predictor  , ,
bstate P biP tissue psy P Y






   
  . It has a multimodal

convolution network with attention mechanism whose structure is shown in Fig. 5. Summarily, it

combines characteristics of the staining tissue areas and physiological state information psy to



predict the corresponding prognosis bY


which is represented by  , ;state PP tissue psy  . Where,

the characteristic P is a set of trainable parameters, while  , yV   in the equation is a

parameter set of the attention network. Q-dimensional feature vectors  '
b

i i
h


, generated by a full

connection layer, are used to obtain the attention weighting feature vector
'Qz R which is

calculated by '

b

i i
i

z a h


 , while the attention weight is defined as
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(2)

In the EndometrialPrognosisNet network, different modules are trained separately as follows:

(1) training the Tissue Detector (the left network in Fig. 3); (2) training the multimodal

Prognostic Analysor (the right network in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Structure of the developed EndometrialPrognosisNet network. Modules for tissue
region detection and multimodal prognosis are trained separately.

3.3 Staining Tissue Region Detector



Staining tissue regions are detected based on output of foreground image patches by the

Image Preprocessing Unit pG . The foreground image patches are of three types, namely the

staining tissue area (which comprises lesioned and normal regions), blood interference area, and

mucus interference areas. Training of the staining tissue region detector network can be

formulated using the following minimization equation (Eq.(3)):

   
, 1

, arg min , +

: ; ;

Df Dc

b

N

nDf Dc n
n

n tissue tissue i Df Dci

L L P L

where P L D D x

 



 

 

  







             
   
 


(3)

Loss function is defined as the cross entropy between a true and predicted class label probability.

The first term, in Eq. (3), is used to predict loss function through the image patch class label,

whereas the second is a small positive number which ensures that loss function is not zero, thus

preventing gradient disappearance.



Fig. 4. Profile of network and modular structures of staining tissue region

detection.

3.4 Multimodal Prognostic State Predictor

A multimodal prognosis analysis network is trained to predict class labels of the bags.

Specifically, each bag contains multiple image patches and physiological state information from

the same case and that corresponding to the bag, respectively. Prognosis of the case corresponding

to a bag is used as a label for the bag, and comprises two types namely, cancer and cancer-free.

Their prediction result is as follows:

   ; ;
b

n i Pf Pci
P Y P P x


 





   
 

(4)

The class with the largest weighted sum, among all bag class labels in one case, is regarded

as the class’s prognosis type. Notably, training of the parameter set P (where P is the set of

trainable parameters of the multimodal prognosis analysis network) can be represented by the

following minimization problem:

   
2, 1

, arg min , +

, ; ;

Pf Pc
n
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N

nPf Pc n
n b
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where P Y P P x

  



 

 

  

 





             

   
 


(5)

According to Eq. (5), the first term
1

,
n

N

nn
n b

L Y P Y




 

  
    

 represents loss function predicted

through the bag class labels, with the attention mechanism weight of samples introduced in Eq.(2),

namely with only the samples with high attention used to predict the prognosis class label

corresponding to the bag. The second term 2 is a small positive number, to ensure that loss

function is not zero and prevent gradient disappearance. The Prognostic analysis network has

a multimodal convolution network with attention mechanism whose structure is shown in Fig. 5.



(a) Profile of the prognosis analysis network, alongside its feature extraction network (Fm). M

ranges from 5 ~ 20, and has an optimal value of 10.

(b) Feature Network (Fm). improved residual network based on RESNET50.

Fig. 5 The Prognostic analysis network and its backbone structure.

3.5 Algorithms

Algorithms corresponding to the related modules in the EndometrialPrognosisNet

network are described in Tables 1 and 2. The algorithm for the module for detecting

the tissue region is outlined in Table 1, and its parameters are updated by using a

single image patch as a mini-batch training sample.

Table 1. Network parameter update in the training process of the tissue region detection

network.

Inputs: the image patch training set  nPATCH with region type label  nL , the learning

rate  , the super parameter  , and the number of training epochs M.

Roles: training the tissue region detection network  ,tissue DD patch  , which includes a

feature extractor  .;tissue DfD  and a region class label predictor  .;tissue DcD  .

for m=1 to M do

for n=1 to N do

    ' ;
b i b

i tissue i Dfi
h D x







    ,
bbag n tissue i DciL L L D h





 ，

- bag
Df Df

Df

L
  






- bag
Dc Dc

Dc

L
  


 

end for

end for

Outputs: the trained tissue region detection network  ,tissue DD patch  , which includes the

feature extractor  .;tissue DfD  and the region class label predictor  .;tissue DcD  .

The algorithm for the network used in prognostic prediction is described in Table 2. Its

network parameters are updated using instances (image patches) in each bag as a mini-batch.

Table 2. Network parameter update in the training process of prognosis analysis network.

Inputs: the training set    1
, ,

N
n n n n

I A Y


with the prognosis label   1

N
n nY


, the learning

rate  , the domain regularization parameter  , and the number of training epochs M.

Roles: training the prognosis analysis network  , ;state PP tissue psy  , including

training a feature extractor  .;state PfP  and a prognosis label predictor  state .; PcP  .

for m=1 to M do

for n=1 to N do

for b=1 to n do

    ' ;
b i b

i state i Pfi
h P x







   state, ;
bbag n i PciL L Y P h







- bag
Pf Pf

Pf

L
  


 

- bag
Pc Pc

Pc

L
  


 

end for

end for

end for

Outputs: the trained prognosis analysis network  , ;state dP tissue psy  including the

feature extractor  .;state PfP  and the prognosis label predictor  state .; PcP  .

4. Experimental validation of the network



4.1 Experimental Settings

The Tissue Region Detector and Prognosis Analysis Network in the

EndometrialPrognosisNet network are first trained, 512×512-pixel image patches

extracted from the WSIs, then used for both training and testing processes. In a case

where certain type of image patch data is insufficient, amplification is performed by

rotating the image patches by 90, 180 or 270 degrees. All the above network

parameters can be optimized by the adaptive moment estimation

(ADAM)algorithm(2014; Kingma and Ba, 2014), with the adaptive learning rate set at

0.0001, while super parameters β1 and β2 are set at 0.9 and 0.9999, respectively. The

image patch data set is constructed after training and testing of the Tissue Region Detector. The

data set has a scale of 6000 image patches, and is constructed by randomly extracting no more

than 200 image patches from different type of areas in each WSI. The ratios between image

patches, r from the stained tissue, mucus interference, and the blood interference areas are

controlled at 2:1:1 during the extraction process. Then, the dataset is divided into training,

validation and test sets, at proportions of 60, 20 and 20%, respectively, without separation of

patients involved in dividing the data set. Notably, the ratio between image patches and the three

types mentioned above is kept constant. During the training process, iteration parameters are

updated using a single image patch, as a mini-batch training sample, with image patches shuffled

every 10 training epochs. In the experiments, we use the staining tissue Region detection network

 ,tissue DD patch  shown in Fig. 4. This includes a feature extractor  .;tissue DfD  and an image

patch class label predictor  ,tissue DD patch  , whose full connection layer output is a 1024

dimensional vector, that allows prediction of the image patch’s class label.

To test the network’s prognostic value, a dataset of bags is used for training and testing. The

dataset comprises a scale of 2000 bags, with210 image patches randomly extracted from the

staining tissue areas in each WSI, of which 15 are randomly set as one bag, and each WSI

generates 15~25 bags. The resulting data is divided into training, validation and test sets, at

proportions of 60, 20 and 20%, respectively, with separation of patients involved in dividing the

data set. During the training process, iteration parameters are updated using a single bag as a

mini-batch training sample, with bags in the training set shuffled every 10 training epochs. For

experimental work, the prognosis label predictor is  state .; PcP  , as shown in Fig. 5. It also

includes a feature extractor  .;state PfP  and a prognosis label predictor  state .; PcP  . For label

prediction, the full connection layer is used to transform output features into a 512-dimensional

vector, prior to applying the attention mechanism. The numbers of input and hidden units, in the

attention network, are 512 and 128, respectively, while the full connection layer of the prognosis

label predictor  state .; PcP  outputs a 1024-dimensional vector to predict a prognosis label.



4.2 Results and Discussions

The findings on prognosis analysis by pathologists are presented in Table 3. The first column

indicates types of methods, where Human Expert 1, Human Expert 2 and Human Expert 3

represent analysis results by the three pathologists and Human Expert Majority represents analysis

results produced by the three pathologists through majority voting method. In addition,

MIL-MM-1 represents the method reported in the current study excluding blank areas and after

removal of interference areas in the WSI, MIL-MM-2 represents the method in the current study

excluding age information, and MIL-MM-3 represents the entire process of the method reported in

the current study. The mean and standard deviation (std)  ,mean std of various indexes

determined by three fold cross validation are presented in Table 3(Efron and Bradley, 1983).

Evaluation indexes including ACCURACY, PRECISION and RECALL(Townsend, 1971)
were used to compare the performance of the above methods which were defined by Eq. (6):

,

,

.

TP TNACCURACY
P N
TPPRECISION

TP FP
TPRECALL

TP FN












(6)

ACCURACY represents the ratio of positive samples (P) and negative samples (N) classified

correctly. A high ACCURACY indicates that the classifier has a good performance. PRECISION

represents the proportion of positive samples TP predicted correctly by the model in all the

predicted positive samples (TP +FP), and a high PRECISION indicates that the classifier has a

good performance. RECALL represents the proportion of the positive samples TP predicted

correctly by the model in all the positive samples (TP +FN), and a high RECALL indicates a good

performance of the classifier. Notably, TP represents the true positive sample, TN represents the

true negative sample, FP represents the false positive sample, and FN represents the false negative

sample.

Table 3. Comparison of prognosis analysis performed by pathologists and that performed through the

proposed method. Values represent mean and standard deviation determined by the three-fold cross validation.

Results produced by pathologists, results from voting of the three pathologists and results obtained through the

method presented in the current study were compared. The findings showed that the method proposed in the

current study exhibited high performance similar to most voting results by the three pathologists.

Method RECALL ACCURACY PRECISION

Human Expert 1 (0.785, 0.034) (0.765, 0.029) (0.755, 0.029)

Human Expert 2 (0.785, 0.034) (0.794, 0.029) (0.801, 0.031)

Human Expert 3 (0.824, 0.059) (0.794, 0.059) (0.778, 0.056)

Human Expert Majority (0.824, 0.059) (0.882, 0.059) (0.882, 0.059)

MIL-MM-1 (0.628, 0.122) (0.618, 0.089) (0.613, 0.078)



MIL-MM-2 (0.784, 0.089) (0.765, 0.089) (0.755, 0.083)

MIL-MM-3 (0.863, 0.033) (0.853, 0.029) (0.846, 0.031)

The findings showed that MIL-MM-3 presented similar effect to the analysis performance of

Human Expert Majority (analysis indexes included mean and mean square difference of RECALL,

ACCURACY, and PRECISION obtained by the three-fold cross validation experiment) (Table 3).

In addition, the two methods showed higher performance compared with other methods and

compared with analysis by individual pathologists (Table 3). This finding indicates that

MIL-MM-3 has a higher performance compared with MIL-MM-1 and MIL-MM-2 and provides

an experimental basis for removal of blank areas and interference areas, and use of multimodal

inputs to perform pathological image analysis.

Intermediate steps of the proposed were analyzed and compared, which are necessary for

accurately predicting the prognosis of patients with endometrial AH/EIH. Different type of image

patches obtained from a WSI, including mucus interference area image patches, blood interference

area image patches and staining tissue area (including the lesioned region and the normal region)

image patches are presented in Fig. 6. Results for area classification performance comparison are

presented in Table 4 in which the first column represents the types of models including VGG16

(Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), RESNET50(He et al., 2016), RESNET101(He et al., 2016),

INCEPTION-V4 (Szegedy et al., 2014; 2015a; b; Szegedy et al., 2016; Szegedy et al., 2016) and

INCEPTION-RESNET-V2 (Szegedy et al., 2014). The testing results correspond to mucus

interference area image patches, blood interference area image patches and the staining tissue area

image patches and all the image patches, and performance evaluation indexes used in the analysis

included RECALLs and ACCURACYs of the models. All the classification models used the

pre-training weight of IIMAGENET (Jia et al., 2009; Russakovsky et al., 2014). The values in

Table 4 represent the means and standard deviations of various evaluation indexes determined by

three-fold cross validation. The findings indicated that the tissue region detector tissueD proposed

in the current study showed the best effect in the two indexes of RECALL and the ACCURACY

(Table 4).



Fig. 6. Different type of image patches obtained from endometrial AH/EIH. The left column (a) shows the

mucus interference area image patches, the middle column (b) shows the blood interference area image patches

and the right column (c) shows the staining tissue area (including the lesioned region and the normal region) image

patches. These image patches have a pixel size of 512X512 and are generated using WSI with a magnification of

20x.

Table 4. Comparative experiments on region recognition performance

Model

Mucus interference

region
Blood interference

region

Staining tissue

region
All

REC ACC REC ACC REC ACC REC ACC

VGG 16 (0.93,0.029) (0.92,0.028) (0.92,0.025) (0.95,0.018) (0.95,0.017) (0.94,0.021) (0.94,0.023) (0.94,0.024)

RESNET 50 (0.96,0.021) (0.97,0.019) (0.95,0.018) (0.92,0.023) (0.96,0.015) (0.97,0.013) (0.96,0.019) (0.96,0.018)

RESNET10

1
(0.95,0.019) (0.96,0.019) (0.95,0.016) (0.93,0.021) (0.96,0.017) (0.97,0.012) (0.96,0.017) (0.94,0.019)

INCEPTIO

N V4
(0.94,0.018) (0.94,0.021) (0.95,0.012) (0.94,0.019) (0.96,0.013) (0.96,0.015) (0.95,0.014) (0.95,0.018)

INCEPTIO

N-RESNET

-V2

(0.96,0.017) (0.95,0.016) (0.94,0.017) (0.95,0.022) (0.97,0.012) (0.97,0.011) (0.96,0.014) (0.96,0.015)



tissueD (0.96,0.018) (0.97,0.014) (0.95,0.021) (0.94,0.023) (0.98,0.007) (0.98,0.010) (0.97,0.010) (0.97,0.012)

Prognosis analysis results of six endometrial AH/EIH cases are presented in Table 5, whereby

the first column shows the H&E staining tissue pathological WSIs in these cases, the second

column shows the ages when the cases were diagnosed, the third column shows prognosis of the 6

cases, the fourth ~ sixth column shows the prognostic judgments of the cases by the three

pathologists, the seventh column shows the voting results of the analysis conclusions by the three

pathologists, and the eighth column shows the prognosis analysis conclusions using the method

proposed in the current. The findings showed that under the experimental conditions described in

Section 4.2, the prognosis analysis using the method proposed in the current study presented a

higher ACCURACY and RECALL compared with the prognostic judgment of a single pathologist,

and showed similar performance to that of most voting results of the three pathologists. This

finding indicates high accuracy and effectiveness of the method proposed in the current study in

prognosis analysis of endometrial AH/EIH cases.

Table 5. Examples of prognostic state analysis

WSI AGE PROGNSIS Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Vote Method

40
cancer

free

cancer

free

cancer

free

cancer

free

cancer

free

cancer

free

31 cancer cancer cancer cancer cancer Cancer

52 cancer
cancer

free
cancer cancer cancer cancer

52 cancer cancer
cancer

free
cancer cancer cancer

47 cancer cancer
cancer

free

cancer

free

cancer

free
cancer



30 cancer
cancer

free
cancer cancer cancer

cancer

free

5. Conclusion

The current study presents an computer-aided system for prognostic analysis of endometrial
AH/EIH based on deep convolution network developed by effectively combination of cognitive
intelligence and CNN framework. The system possesses the capabilities to extract image features
of endometrial AH/EIH by direct application of hemotoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining WSIs as input,
and only requires simple labeling of blank, blood and mucus interference, and stained tissue areas
in a small number of image patches, without the precise annotations of the normal regions and the
lesioned regions in every image patch. Patient prognostic analysis is accomplished by the
application of a multimodal prognosis analyzer, according to the image patterns of staining tissue
areas in combination with the information on patients’ physiological states. The system has the
following advantages: At first, we set up the frame-work of computer-aided decision-making
system based on the WSIs image patterns, and transfer the large-scale WSI analysis to the
small-scale analysis of multiple suspected lesion regions, so that the analysis of WSI image
patterns can be accomplished the major computer vision models. Moreover, the system,
accompanied by Staining Tissue Region Detector、 Prognostic State Predictor, can accomplish
effective training of prognosis analysis network without precise labeling of lesioned regions on
WSIs . The system was applied for prognostic analysis of 102 endometrial AH/EIH cases, and the
findings showed that the method had a higher ACCURACY, RECALL and PRECISION in
prognostic analysis compared with those of prognostic judgment by individual pathologist.
Notably, the performance of the methods was similar to most voting results of the three
pathologists. These findings provide a basis for prognostic analysis of endometrial AH/EIH using
deep learning technology. The system can be integrated into a clinical decision-making system to
provide pathologists and gynecologists with an important reference for diagnosis and treatment of
endometrial AH/EIH, hence the therapeutic strategy can be significantly optimized to improve
prognosis of patients.
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